Clifton Market Window Box featuring
Tom Lohre
319 Ludlow Ave, Cincinnati OH 45220

Art changes all the time. Removed art auctioned on EBTH. Email to be put on the auction notice
list. Past Auction Prices

https://www.ebth.com/browse?status=all&q=Tom%20Lohre

°AG Lafley, Chairman and CEO of Procter & Gamble, Oil pastel melted on aluminum with a
Lego painting machine, 16" x 20", April 7 2008, $125
°42' Yacht Fiona Crossing Bay of Biscay, 16" x 12", Oil pastel on board, Saturday, November
28, 2015, $125
°Fountain Square, 20” x 16”, Oil on canvas, $125

°Egyptian Woman, Glow in the Dark Blob Portrait, 16" x 20", November 16, 2008, $125
Egyptian Woman Glowing in the Dark
°Sitwell Girl II, 8" x 10", Oil on canvas, 2005, $125

Show catalog
http://tomlohre.com/WindowBoxGallery.pdf

°Hyde Park Fountain, Cincinnati, Ohio, 8" x 10", oil on canvas, October 2005, $125
A detail of the Kilgore Fountain is shown. The girl in the painting was inspired by a shop clerk
who walked the shop dog frequently during the time Tom was working on the small painting.
°Lady of Cincinnati's Fountain Square, Oil pastel melted on aluminum with a Lego painting
machine, 16" x 20", January 15, 2008, $125
Painted with concern over the transition of light to dark colors. The purple or second darkest
color should be lighter. Next painting will be with real life colors.
The Art Machine used to make these paintings is shown. The eight colors on the wheel are
rotated to the right color and then applied 5000 times.
°Ohio River, Oil pastel melted on canvas, 20” x 16”, $125

°Keith Richards, 5" x 7", Oil on board, December 31, 2020, $300
°Overlook Eden Park, Cincinnati, Ohio; 16” x 12”, Oil on canvas $300

°Lady Bearcat, 12" x 16", July 17, 2022, Melted oil pastel on metal, $750

http://tomlohre.com/ 513-236-1704

°Right Whale #1017 / Buoy C516; 7” x 4” oil on board, $75
°Right Whale #1050 “Gemini” / Buoy S674; 7” x 4” oil on board, $75
°Right Whale #1303 / Buoy 6727; 7” x 4” oil on board, $75
Inspired after a month sailing the coast of Maine to paint the blight of the Right Whale.
The traditional series in the Dutch manner depicts a known whale and lobster buoy. Right
whales populate all the places ships go, especially the entrances to harbors and near coastal.
Thousands of lobster traps tangle the Right whale to death. Work is afoot to make the traps
lineless until the trap releases a buoy to be picked up by the fisherman. There are only 380 right
whales left down from 400 in 2019.

Brief History of the Artist/Scientist
Tom Lohre learned by living with a master portrait painter Ralph Wolf
Cowan. Searching for new subjects, he painted the eruption of Mount Saint
Helens while it erupted from life, twenty miles to the south on Tum Tum
Mountain. He also painted the first space shuttle from life, 200 'feet from it,
under armed guard, the day before it took off. Then he painted the various
planets as Voyage II encountered them from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Besides painting portraits, Tom paints scenes from life. Tom learned; “To
create great paintings is not to go to somewhere fantastic. Let your brain
invent the painting with slow and careful thought.”
Other rights and obligations between the artist and owner of the physical
part of the artwork outlined in the Receipt of the Artworks Physical Part
listed at http://tomlohre.com/contract1.htm. For any restoration and repair
work, please call the artist, Thomas George Lohre, Jr., 513-236-1704,
tom@tomlohre.com thoslohre49@gmail.com

